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ACHILLES AND PATROCLUS IN LOVE 

Were Achilles and Patroclus lovers? It is notorious that much of antiquity 
thought so, and so represented them - often in very unambiguous language'. 
Xenophon's Socrates does deny it: 'AXLc?'ug '0p. 7JO'rOCL OUX g 7L- 

aLXoLg Hatp6'xX && c'X e?tLp9 &atoOav6vrt Fx7rpsTa'octoc -LteplaaL 2. But 
this assertion needs to be read in context. Socrates has just finished arguing 
that Zeus kidnapped Ganymede not because the boy was physically attractive, 
but because he had an attractive mind: oUX aVo6... ?'X COvy.cov 3 

A notion as absurd as this gives away Xenophon's bias. He means in this part 
of the Symposium to deny the exalting character of homosexual love as it was 
represented by Plato; so he explicitly contradicts Phaedrus on Achilles and 
Patroclus (Plato, loc. cit.) and, a little later (8, 32), >)Pausanias(x on the army 
of lovers (actually Phaedrus, Plato, op. cit. I78E-I79A). We will return to 
his view of Achilles and Patroclus presently. His remarks about Ganymede 
suggest that he is determined to defend a point of view at all costs, not examine 
facts disinterestedly4. 

Modern scholars, debating the nature of the relationship of Achilles and 
Patroclus, often seem as determined as Xenophon to urge a point of view - and 
as careless of facts. Thus, LICHT5, followed by ROBINSON and FLUCK6, insists 
that Achilles' homosexuality is proved when Agamemnon prepares to offer 
him young men among the gifts of reconciliation (T I93f.). The verses are: 

1 Aeschylus, Myrm. fr. I35 f. (NAUCK2) Fr. 228 (METTE): cf. Athenaeus 13, 6oi A; 
602E; Plutarch. Amat. 75IC (cf. 76ID); Plato, Symp. I79E-i8oB; Aeschines, Tim. 
I42-I50; Theocritus, Id. 29, 3I/34; Martial. II, 43, 9; A. P. 12, 2I7; Lucian. Am. 54. 
The tragedians dealt repeatedly with the homosexual loves of Achilles; fragments and 
references in R. BEYER, Fabulae Graecae quatenus quave aetate puerorum amore commu- 
tatae sint, Weida I9I0, pp. 52f.; 73. 2 Symp. 8, 3I. 

a op. cit. 8, 30. Xenophon is here universally opposed by the tradition beginning with 
Homer: I1. Y 23I-235 (cf. E 266); Hymn 5, 202-206; Theognis 1345-I350; Apollonius 
Rh. 3, 1I5-127; A. P. 9, 77; I2, 37; 65; 69f.; I33; I94; 220f.; 254. 

4 Xenophon's Socrates alledges that Iav gSrjg is a compound of y&vuTocL (>he rejoices.) 
and gu&ea (*thoughts (). He quotes two phrases *from Homer which contain these words, 
but neither of them is found in existing Homeric poems. Even Cicero, in a passage hostile 
to homosexual love, asks indignantly, ))Atque ... quis aut de Ganyntedi raptu dubitat quid 
poetae velint, aut non intelligit quid apud Euripidem et loquatur et cupiat Laius? . (Tusc. 4, 7) . 

5 H. LICHT (= P. BRANDT), Sexual Life in Ancient Greece, trans. J. FREESE, repr. 

New York I953, P. 452. 
6 D. ROBINSON and E. FLUCK, A Study of the Greek Love-Names, Baltimore I937, P. I9. 
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XpLVO,CptV0 xOlUpnTO &pL5aocg HOVaXaxV/8pO ?L4 a7rCP V)' FVCLX4v. 

Agamemnon is speaking to Odysseus, and certainly means him to selelct young 
men to help carry the gifts; indeed, at T 247 f., we find them doing just that: 
XPU60U U_ 6Tr6zg Oauc?ug 8a XOC 7 rXZOCV'l/ipX .. C %XXOL acpj yppov 
xoupnrg 'AXocL,ov. There is not the slightest indication that these young 
porters are gifts themselves. LEVIN ', on the other hand, believes there is no 
evidence whatever of paederasty in the Iliad. In fact, there are three passages 
in the poem (discussed below), dealing with Achilles and Patroclus, two of 
which were thought by ancient editors to be paederastic, and one which implies 
paederasty on its face. LEVIN ignores one, presents one without comment, 
and attempts to explain the last away by misconstruing a vital particle. About 
Homer's references to Ganymede, he has nothing to say. He bolsters his 
argument further with the essentially irrelevent observation that the gym- 
nasium encouraged classical paederasty, and Homer does not say any of his 
athletes are nude8. Finally, aware that Aeschylus et al. had made the heroes 
outright lovers, LEVIN dismisses those writers (without analysis or proof) on 
sociological grounds9; and ends with the assertion that *We may ... read 
Homer with the confidence that except for language difficulties [sic] he is no 
more inaccessible to us than to Aeschylus or Isocrates or Plato(x (P. 48) - 

thus ignoring the notorious plurality of the textual tradition before the 
Alexandrians, to say nothing of the problems posed by the editing Zenodotus 
and his successors may have done to produce the text we read'0. Again, 

7 S. LEVIN, Love and the Hero of the Iliad, TAPA 8o, 1949, PP. 37-49. 
8 The gymnasium was sometimes cited in antiquity itself as the origin of Greek homo- 

sexuality: cf. Plutarch, Amat. 751 F; Cicero, Tusc. 4, 70 (cf. Lucan 7, 270). Whatever its 
role in classical Greece, however, nudity during exercise cannot be used to explain the 
presence of paederasty elsewhere; in ancient Persia, for example, paederasty was practiced 
(cf. Herodotus I, I35), but public nudity of any kind was regarded there as shameful 
(Herodotus i, Io). Cicero is outspoken on the modesty of Rome in this respect (loc. cit.; 
De off. I, 35.I29; cf. Plutarch, M. Cato 348 C), but this did not prevent the development of 
paederasty among his countrymen. 

9 *Between the Homeric and the Golden Age, sex habits and feelings changed radically 
in Greece . . . The old heroic type was not discarded but remodeled to satisfy and nourish 
the taste of later Greeks (((p. 47). It is well known that this view was held by some ancients 
themselves: cf. Plutarch, Amat. 75I F, Lucian, Am. 54; but modern scholars often overlook 
the fact that most ancient writers who deal with it, by the very fact that they attribute 
paederasty to personalities of the heroic age, do not regard it as a late development; cf. 
above, n. i. And what is ))late( ? Scholars who endorse a )>late development# are fond of 
quoting Plutarch (loc. cit.): ))It was yesterday, or the day before .. . . ('EXOds yap . .. .xoc 

7rp47ov). But paederasty is already explicit in Solon in the 7th cent. B. C. - according to 
Plutarch, Amat. 75I B-C; cf. Solon 78 E-79 B. Modern opinion on the age of this practice 
in Greece remains divided: cf. R. FLACELIERE, L'Amour en Grece, Paris I960, p. 64; 
H-I. MARROU, Histoire de 1 education dans l'antiquite, Paris I955 3rd ed., pp. 56f. 

10 A. PARRY, Have We Homer's Iliad? YCIS 20, I966, PP. I75-2I6, tries to argue 
that our text of Homer is almost exactly the one he wrote or dictated; he is decisively 
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BETHE announces firmly that >Homer erwahnt niemals, auch nicht mit leiser 
Andeutung, ein paderastisches Verhaltnis"ll. A generalization of this breadth 
entitles us to leave the Iliad for a moment and go to the Odyssey. In book 
3 Nestor has welcomed Telemachus to Pylos; after conversation and drinking, 
the old man directs Telemachus to sleep under the portico - and gives him 
as a bedmate his only unmarried son: 

TOv 8'oc&VoU xoL,Ua? FRpNVvOg 67r7aoc N6Taop, 
T7X,?.ocxov, pBXov vlov 'O8ua&No4 ?OLO, 

Tp'TO-ro 
' 

CV -V XEXEaaLV U V' A6OU" epLO'7r(O, 

7r0xp 8' &P' ?utlxv Il?L6aLapocTov, OPXXCLOV oxV8p()V, 
og ol 7nLaEOg 7tCaL8(OV GV 'V pL?y&poLaLw (Y 397-40I) 

If the purpose of this arrangement seems opaque, the verses which immediately 
follow may help to clarify it: 

OCTO 8' ai5s xo0Ou8r pwy. 86ouo S4r?oxo, 
-x 8' a&oxoc, E6arOLVoc ?XOg 7rrpaUV xal UVV. 

The text is not in doubt. Peisistratus accompanies Telemachus on his trip 
to the court of Menelaus, where they again sleep together; and again the 
parallel with husband and wife is made explicit: 

OC ,U?V ap' v itpoo6'c0 86oPou OUro'aL XOLC6aavTo, 

T94ux6ao'g Y ipcg xoac N&aTopog &yac toc, 
'Atp?t8N 8? Xoc4li58? [w9Xj5 8RO,UO U9'oZo, 

7tap 8' EEkv1 rocvl7rctog4 E'XECTo, 86X yuVocLtxV. (8 302-305) 

And so Athena finds them: 

z3pc 8? TnX4LOCXOV XOCI NEat0opog OCyXOCv VlOv 
280Tv'' ?v 7tPO86,UC MEvE'ou xuaOcXa[oLo (o 4f.) 

It seems unnecessary to point out that, if Peisistratus is old enough to deserve 
the epithets of a man - but is still unmarried - we are probably meant 
to picture him in that bloom of young manhood which later authors regard as 
ideally attractive from a homosexual standpoint. There is here, I think, at 
least a leise Andeutung of a paederastic relationship"2. 

refuted by G. S. KIRK, Homer's Iliad and Our Own, PCPhS i6, I970, PP. 48-59. For 
evidence for the pre-Alexandrian text, see A. DI Luzio, I Papiri Omerici d'Epoca Tolemaica 
e la Costituzione del Testo dell' Epica Arcaica, RCCM ii, I969, PP. 3-I52. 

11 E. BETHE, Die dorische Knabenliebe, RhM 62, I907, P. 44I. With BETHE'S thoroughly 
negative conclusions, cf. the inordinately positive ones of R. VON SCHELIHA, Patroklos: 
Gedanken fiber Homers Dichtung und Gestalten, Basel I943, P. 3I5: though Homer does 
not represent his heroes practicing paederasty, he so stresses friendship and the beauty of 
boys that #hat er die griechische Knabenliebe gleichsam inauguriert.e 

12 M. OKA, however, Telemachus in the Odyssey, JCS 13, I965, PP. 33-50, goes too 
far in arguing that Telemachus has in general adopted the role played by a hero's woman. 
Cf. C. MILLAR and T. CARMICHAEL, The Growth of Telemachus, G & R i, I954, PP. 58-64. 

25* 
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But does the Iliad contain such Andeutungen, specifically in reference to 
Achilles and Patroclus? Two passages in the Iliad were thought by ancient 
critics to express paederastic love, and were athetized accordingly. Some 
modern scholars have found additional reasons to challenge them. 

i. At the end of his long instructions to Patroclus (II 49-96), Achilles says: 

CL y&p, ZE5 re 7razp xoaL 'AOnvocL xocN "A2toXXov, 

,nrF rtg oiv Tpc'ov ;Ycvoc-rov cuyot, 0aaot Mxart, 

,U 'ApyW' v, viAi v 8' ?xa5gzv 6Xz;pov, 
xp' oQIot Tpo' po xp'8EvOc Xc0Fv. ([l 97-IOO) 

According to Aristonicus in schol. A, Aristarchus athetized these verses on 
the grounds that they are an interpolation by someone who thought Achilles 
was in love with Patroclus'3. Thus, in the opinion of Aristarchus, the verses 
show the heroes to be not only friends, but lovers. For that reason alone he 
athetized them; are they genuine? Many scholars have thought not'4, chiefly 
because of the problem of vitv, properly gen. dat. (5x8'5u0v, infinitive, cannot 
be read in the absence of F'&?). Zenodotus seems to have regarded this as a 
legitimate form of the nom. acc., perhaps considering v&o, V(iLV, cpy-o, 69X-V 

sandhi alternants. But there is practically no evidence of viot, acp0t as gen. 
dat. (cf. K 546, where Zenodotus would read 6yoCp, and 8 62). AXT emen- 
ded to vcx 8' Ex8at,UIv (cf. E 2I9, O 475). With four late witnesses LEAF 

reads vc7" with X lengthened by ictus, as frequently in the dative; but 
this license is considered too violent by some scholars. Meanwhile, LEAF 

accepts the verses as consistent with the context and character of Achilles, 
and so does WILAMOWITZ15, though neither scholar believes they reveal a 
paederastic relationship. The genuineness of the verses may never be established 
to the satisfaction of all scholars. But, quite apart from considerations of 
vocabulary, why did these verses seem to Aristarchus to express paederastic 

18 &o;oI3v'raL ar'LTot raacpEg, MLTL xaIcT& ALaoCSX?UNV ,UcpOCMvouat yeypocp9a0L 676 rLvO 

,tEv VOpLLUCO6VtoV ?pOV r6v 'AXLX?,ic TroU IIIpOXkou. IOLOUIOI yap OL 0o60L TraOV1T 7OX0LVt 

riXv ,ucov. xaL ? 'AXLXeu? oU 'oLo5,tog, augacxN a6. The athetesis is endorsed by a late 
scholar in schol. T: xaoXig o5v cpvaLv Znv6o'aoro (sC. o MaX&cMrnQ) 'Apiarapxov ('Ap'a'rap- 
X?S Znv6ao'ov cod.) U'7rnTeu76UXvaCl, cg ?t?ev TJCapeVt16Vt1v ot adtxot U7rb T4v a'PavLxoUG 
gpeo,ag ??yo6vreov ?IlvaL 7cxp' 'OL7pCp. xal U'7OvOOU'VCo)V 7XOCLaLx&a IVol 'AXLXXkcog t6v lltPo- 
xXov. (Emendation of schol. T, with justifications, by G. BOLLING, The Athetized Lines 
of the Iliad, Baltimore I944, P. I5I.) It may be noted that the assertion of Aristarchus 
(or Aristonicus) that Achilles is not ruthless like this, but is a,U7ang, can hardly be sup- 
ported from the Iliad, where he is repeatedly urged to show pity, but does not, and is 
repeatedly denounced as pitiless: cf. I 300-303, 496f., 5I7f.; A 664f., 666-668, 762-764; 
ZE I39-I42, II 203-206. He does, however, pity Patroclus (E%Inpz, II 5). 

14BECKER and FICK omit them; they are condemned by FAEsI, PALEY, NAUCK, 

CHRIST, RZACH, DINDORF-HENTZE, CAUER, LUDWIcH, AMEIS-HENTZE; cf. C. ROBERT, 

Studien zur Ilias, Berlin I90I, p. 95, and BOLLING, Op. cit. pp. I5If. 

15 Die Ilias und Homer, Berlin I9I6, Pp. I2I f. 
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love? The answer is surely because they show in extreme terms the intensely 
exclusive relationship of the two heroes. Let them all perish, Achilles prays, 
all the Trojans, and yes, all the Achaeans too, except we two; and may we two, 
alone, then share the ultimate glory of taking Troy.The ruthlessness and egotism 
of Achilles yield only to Patroclus - but to him readily and naturally. It is 
as if they are one person. Now this characterization, this quality of their 
relationship - suspiciously paederastic in the view of Aristarchus - is 
repeated in other terms many times in the Iliad, as I shall presently show. It 
can survive the athetesis of these verses quite easily. We can only wonder why 
there is no evidence that Aristarchus attacked a multitude of verses for the 
same reason he athetized these, since the sentiment they express is explicit 
over and over again in the Iliad. 

2. At the beginning of book Q the funeral games are over, but Achilles 
cannot sleep, still weeping and remembering Patroclus. He turns restlessly on 
one side and then the other, 

Hoctpo6xxou 7toaV avporir o xocl V 7, 

n' 6to6ao To vtruaE adv aOcUtxo xol 7t4aFv Bxyrz, 

Xvapxv TE 7r=toX?OUg O?XyELVOC TE XULOtOCC 7tpG)V. 

T&)V , 4azpov xaro& aoCxpUov ?r3Pv. (Q 6-9) 

Aristonicus (schol. A) and Didymus (schol. AT) tell us that these verses were 
athetized by Aristarchus and Aristophanes. Aristonicus records the general 
objection that the passage is worthless and excessive, and the specific objections 
that avApotrot is never used, and that -ov supt,v xc6suvog is awkward'6. 
There is no record that the passage was described as paederastic, but schol. T 
writes as if he were refuting such a description: 6-rL dIo a6yXoLrov 7o0,5CZ, oux 
OLOV YftLLGCOV ocXk? OUyE 7YLLyUVOLXCOV 6ECLOV. ?L y&p OX4g TO5TO VroVOELV aEZ, 

EpaC-rg &v s- flHtpOXXog co VFco-tpou xoa 7pLxOCXX?apou. Scholars are 
again divided on the genuineness of the verses, chiefly over the suitability of 
oCvapoTroc, which its critics charge with being too late (above, n. i6). But again, 
the sentiments expressed in the passage appear elsewhere in unchallenged verses. 
Achilles will not eat, ))because of my longing for you(( (oq 7toa, T 3I9-32I); 

he will remember Patroclus as long as he lives, and even after he himself is 

16 'U?rs?L4 ?LaLV, &p,5ivrv U oca'Cov xoca &Uocvtx&?pov 8nXoioct r) toi5 'AXLuXX 
XTrr. xoca OU8sOTC &vSporsoc t1tcLP7X 'v &.v8pzocv ?XX n'vopinv. ?XeL 8U xal to6 auca?L?vTtov 
-r,v L[LUv x6o,U?VO5. xOcL yap Y v%P [= Q 4] F4iPxV &'-rPOU ' ivog. R. PEPPMULLER, Com- 

mentar des 24sten Buches der Ilias, Berlin I876, and LEAF accept the verses; A. ROMER, 
Aristarchs Athetesen in der Homerkritik, Leipzig 1912, P. 22, and BOLLING, Op. cit. p. i86, 
reject them. &.v8poT'o appears in H 857' (quoted by Plato, Rep. F 386D); BOLLING 
concedes that 'apo-rroc might be read in Q 6, the related &Cpoou$v-1 (Hesiod. Op. 473) 
helping to establish an old enough pedigree. J. LATACZ, 'Avapo'r?rtoc, Glotta 43, I965, 
pp. 62-76, is certain &.porcx was the original form. 
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dead (T 387-390); he remembers him, weeping and sleepless (Q 3-5; Iof.). 
We are again dealing with implications of homosexual love sufficient to disturb 
ancient critics, but found in a number of other passages besides the one which 
drew their fire. These sentiments remain in the poem whether this passage is 
rejected or not. 

I have recorded the opinions of these critics because, unlike other ancient 
commentators, they address themselves to specific passages; and because, 
unlike other ancient commentators (excepting Xenophon), they themselves 
do not believe Achilles and Patroclus are in love. Their opinions about evidence 
for paederasty in the text are thus free from a fundamental bias to find it there. 
But they are opinions still. Does the text of the Iliad contain any explicit 
implications of paederasty? 

One passage contains such implications. In book Q Thetis comes to Achilles 
to persuade him to recover himself from his grief, and return Hector's body: 

TEXVOV tUoV, T ko g pXptg Oaupo6cvoG xOCi E&Uxs5V 
aqv 8raL xpoc8jv, ,u>LvY,u6vo4 oG'Sz xl 6a0U 

0OUT euvTg; OyaCoY v C5 yUVOxL 7tCp gv pLX6OnTL 

C4LcY?Ga, 
- O) yap uLOL anpOv (3,&, &?a TOLTot 

arXL spaTpnxsv aocvo0o xoct tLLpoc xpacxtcwY. (Q I28-I32) 

The passage has been attacked on a number of grounds, of which those employed 
by the ancient critics are the least convincing. The notorious Platonic morality 
of Aristarchus (and perhaps his ignorance of the habits of soldiers) can be 
seen in Aristonicus' remarks in schol. A: oetoUvroctL atLXot y', OTCr OCp7tCEg 

E'TpOC u Eij F yyuLV C atL yuvc Y ayRCSocL. &Cl Zi? . . . OCaugopC,)TOCTOv 
WaTL xai pBtca Zoc c, 7r6Xps0v ?iL0UG- XP?L yap eUtOVyov xaC ppaEroC4L7. 

XLc -6?yev OTC o a'va-o64 6ou ?YYtg ?6LV axocapov. Similarly, schol. T: 
YaoV a yUVaLXL 7rpP LLayeabaL ?T'L.LL aVo0XFLOV yap rIpcp xadtraF . Schol. T 
also contains, however, a defense with which modern critics might be readier 
to agree: 'Lao al& T06 7r{oug a&vt' au'ou xCa'aYL xy6voug n TaZa U7o- 

xXi7rTouaa aXu'ov T0o vr'voug taUT5'r& cplaLv. 
Not much unlike these ancient arguments is the modern one that Homer 

does not as a rule refer explicitly to coarse or unseemly matters, even though 
these may have been explicit in the traditions that preceded him18. It is for 

17 Aristotle, Nic. Eth. I II8 B appears to allude to the verses in a passage where he says 
the desire for sexual intercourse is natural for the young and vigorous. 

18 Cf. G. MURRAY, The Rise of the Greek Epic, 4th ed. Oxford I934, Pp. 120-I45; 

J. WACKERNAGEL, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Homer, Gottingen I9I6, Pp. 224-231. 

MURRAY, however, seems to think (p. I 24 n. 2) the passage is genuine, perhaps by oversight; 
he makes clear that the Iliad does contain many elements of coarseness and unseemliness 
(PP. I40-142), despite a general reticence. For the possible antiquity of the hero-friends 
in ancient epic well before Homer, cf. H. PETRICONI, Das Gilgamesch-Epos als Vorbild 
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this reason that there are not (or should not be) any references to paederasty 
in the Iliad. Verses I30-I32 are therefore rejected as an interpolation by some 
scholarsl9. This, however, creates a problem in v. I29 for ou-T -t a'-Tou; even 
the alternative o'uR in Homer before an indefinite adverb always means )>and 
not((, and here requires a correlative20. 

Accordingly, at least one scholar accepts the passage, but attempts to 
translate 7tep in such a way that previous homosexual relations with Patroclus 
are not implied. LEVIN claims (without examples) that 7Sp ))may be employed 
with a word that fills in a detail of the picture; it implies something in contrast 
not necessarily to that one word, but to the whole sentence. The contrast here 
would be 'instead of tossing about by yourself' (cf. 24.4f., 9g-,) 21((. DENNISTON, 
however, lists Q I30 as an example of the *determinative# use of 7r?p, 

which he defines thus: ))The particle denotes, not that something is increased 
in measure, but that the speaker concentrates on it to the exclusion of 
other things: with, or without, the definite envisagement of some other parti- 
cular thing thus excluded or contrasted (22. He gives five other examples from 
the Iliad and one from the Odyssey, all with comments; in every case 7rEp 
immediately follows and stresses a word, not a sentence. LEVIN'S attempt to 
read the paederastic implications out of v. I30 might succeed if the author 
had written: 

ou&' suvG; ocya.6v 7rep 8'CV TpLort yuvocxL pLay ' 

>)Why are you forgetful of food and of bed? It is a good thing to join in love 
with a woman<x - i. e., )>it is not a bad thing to enjoy sexual relations, even 
though you are in mourning?(. But the author did not so place 7rEp; and the 
verse as it stands can only be translated, )>)It is a good thing to have sexual 
relations, and I mean with a woman<<, i. e., ))not now with Patroclus, or with 
some other youth <((perhaps: ))who would only remind you of him(() 23. 

der Ilias (Der Tod des Helden I), Linguistic and Literary Studies in Honor of Helmut A. 
HATZFELD, Washington I964, PP. 329-342, who thinks Gilgamesh and Enkidu = Achilles 
and Patroclus. 

19 E. g., BOLLING, Op. Cit. P. I9I. 
20 Cf. WACKERNAGEL, Op. cit. pp. 254f. oU8 is in fact read only in five witnesses; the 

rest read oGire. LEAF is mistaken in translating oU'8i *not even. 
21 LEVIN, Op. cit. p. 45 n. I9. 
22 J. DENNISTON, The Greek Particles 2 nd ed. Oxford I954, P. 482. 
23 Both Achilles and Patroclus are described as sleeping with women, Achilles twice 

(I 663-668, Q 676); but this, as the career of later Greeks, both literary and historical, 
shows, is not conclusive evidence that they had not had a sexual relationship. It may also 
be noted that, though DENNISTON says the determinative particle need not envisage 
something excluded or contrasted, it is hard to imagine why it would be used here without 
doing so. The author might have used 7rep to stress Sdtayeag', simply to stress it. But there 
is no point in stressing yuvd1Lxt, if Homer assumes that is the one and only partner in a 
sexual act. 
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Yet it remains a fact that this verse contains the only explicit implication 
in the entire poem that Achilles and Patroclus were paederastic lovers. Alone, 
it can hardly be used to prove anything. 

If the poet does not explicitly characterize the heroes' relationship as 
paederastic, how does he characterize it? Xenophon's Socrates (loc. cit.) 
declares that Achilles mourns Patroclus not as his 7o8CLxoc but as his ZTocLpog. 
This is fair enough, at first glance; Achilles and others refer repeatedly to Patro- 
clus as his ?ctZpog, never as his 7rxo8Lxa' (a word Homer does not use): cf. P 204, 

4II, 557, 642, 655; z 8o, 98. And yet, Xenophon's remark is subtly misleading. 
It implies, no doubt deliberately, that Patroclus was only Achilles' ))companion((, 
in the sense, no more and no less, that other heroes of the Iliad have )>compan- 
ionsa: so Antiphus kills Leucus, Odysseus' )>brave companion# (Fxa?v z',ropov, 
A 49I), and Odysseus retaliates by kiling Democoon, >in anger for his compan- 
ion(4 (&&apoto xoxwa,utvog, A 50I). Indeed, in this sense, all the Achaeans 
are Achilles' )>companions(x: so Ajax says Achilles does not remember that 
*companions' affection with which we honored him(( (oiuRa pFerapEcZt L pr.X- 

Tnyrog ? pcov/'T- h ,>tv ... FTLO-,rv, I 63Of.). Xenophon's alternative descript- 
ions of the relationship of Achilles and Patroclus have in fact been accepted 
as the terms for most subsequent debate by both ancient and modern readers 
- but neither term actually describes the relationship as Homer presents it. 
Achilles and Patroclus cannot possibly conform to the conventions of 7tao8a- 

paa,na. as classical Greece conceived them; Patroclus is older than Achilles 24, 

but Achilles is obviously the dominant partner: Patroclus is weaker (II I40- 

144), and obedient to him (A 648-654). Considerations such as these, plus 
the absence of express references to a sexual relationship, have led many 
readers to dismiss with disgust any inference that the heroes are passionately 
in love; and instead to talk highmindedly of their chaste and beautiful )>com- 
panionship((. But it is equally true that the relationship of the heroes in the 
Iliad is conceived and described by Homer in terms that put it far beyond the 
conventions of )>companionship(x as these conventions are attributed to other 
couples in the poem25. We must dispense with the levelling, commonplace 

24 A fact which critics of their alledged passion were quick to observe; cf. A 787, 
and schol. T (above, p. 385). But Plato also noticed it (Symp. I79E-I8oB). 

26 How easy it is to lose sight of this fact is well demonstrated by A. ADKINS, 'Friend- 
ship' and 'Self-sufficiency' in Homer and Aristotle, CQ I3, I963, PP. 30-45. He says, 
*In a hostile or indifferent world the person or things on which [the hero's] survival depends 
must appear to him sharply defined from the rest of his environment. He is, accordingly, 
likely to use some word to demarcate these things from things in general ... It is evident 
that cp?)og in Homer demarcates in precisely this manner* (p. 33). Again: *When the chief 
concern of [the hero] is to secure his own continued existence, a qXov object, whether 
animate or inanimate, is something he can rely on to use for his own preservation (p. 35). 
This cold-blooded analysis of *friendship* fails precisely at the point of the Achilles- 
Patroclus relationship, often an occasion for the use of the word Aog, but in no way 
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connotations of -raoctpog, as well as the anachronistic one of 7ocatx&, and look 
instead at what is to be found in the Iliad itself. 

Apart from the feelings of Achilles and Patroclus, strong emotional attach- 
ments between individuals are not much in evidence in the Iliad - unless 
they are felt by women: cf. the feelings of Thetis and Hecuba for their sons, 
of Andromache for her husband, of Briseis for the fallen Patroclus. The poet 
gives considerable space to the expression of these feelings, which are too 
well-known to require description here. Nevertheless, it should be born in 
mind that, in terms of numbers of verses alone, and excepting Achilles and 
Patroclus, Homer treats emotional attachment and its expression as the prov- 
ince of women. Achilles' attachment to Patroclus, and the considerable ex- 
pression of it, is in this perspective literally unparalleled in the poem. The 
evidence for emotional attachments felt by other men is as follows. 

When the truce is broken and Menelaus is wounded, Agamemnon is terrified 
for him, groans, takes his hand, addresses him as ))dear brothera (A I53-I55), 

will suffer )>terrible grief<< if he dies and must be left behind (A i69-I8I). 

Odysseus angrily avenges his *brave companion((, Leucus (A 49I-50I). 

Sthenelus gives the horses of Aeneas to Deipylos, his ))dear companion, whom 
he honored beyond all others his age, because their hearts were close( (s,a&po 
pL?,co 8v OrpY 7taraoC/TVsv 6tL9SC%C, OTC Ol cpprlv "pLoc "8'n, E 325f.). Hector 

proposes to Ajax that they end their duel with friendship, so that others will 
say they parted )>in affection# (Fv pLX6-OrrL, H 302). When Agamemnon has 
proposed that the Achaeans return home, Diomedes suggests sarcastically that 
the king and the rest leave: )>We two, Sthenelus and I, will fight till we witness 
the end of Troy# (vi W, ?ydI YO6vsXOg re, AXna60'DZ eC 6 xr rixgcP/ 
'I'Lov FU,pctFrV, I 48f.; cf. the disputed II 97-IOO). Phoenix says he loved 
Achilles as a child (I 485f.). Ajax tells Achilles the members of the embassy 
))desire beyond all others to be honored and loved by you(( (I 64I f.). During 
his duel with Achilles, Athena appears to Hector disguised as his brother, 
Delphobus; Hector says he was always the dearest of his brothers, and now 
he will honor him even more for coming to his aid (X 233-235) 26. 

That is all. And even if we do not dismiss some of these as the conventions 
of blood relationship, or courtesy, this evidence is little enough in a long poem. 
Only once (E 325 f.) is there a reference that approaches the intensity found 
in the relationship of Achilles and Patroclus; but Deipylos is never mentioned 
again. 

based upon *survival. in the utilitarian terms employed by ADKINS; yet he makes no 
exception for these heroes. His definitions apply well enough to certain inanimate cpa 
in the poem, and can even comprehend some of the companionships; but they are quite 
inadequate to describe what Achilles and Patroclus feel and express for one another. 

26 I omit Priam's expressions of grief at the deaths of his sons, since these plainly 
reveal a parent's love; and the general mourning for Patroclus, which is conventional. 
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In contrast, the things said by and about Achilles and Patroclus are over- 
whelming27. Since the story is well known in its outlines, I will concentrate 
here on key passages. 

The keynotes of the attitude of Patroclus toward Achilles are deference, 
dependence and intimacy. It is characteristic that when he is first described 
at all in the Iliad, Homer pictures him passive, alone with Achilles, focusing 
all his attention upon him (I igof.). He does not speak during the embassy's 
visit; though we are told that it is Patroclus who directs the slaves and others 
to prepare a bed for Phoenix (I 568f.) - an act of domestic overseership that, 
if it is not unfair to say so, a wife might perform, if Achilles had one with 
him 28. The first words Patroclus utters in the poem are addressed to Achilles 
(A 6o6, asking what need Achilles has of him); the last words he utters living 
are Achilles' name (II 854, 'AXtXnog a,u4lovog ALocx%aco); and during this 

27 It should be pointed out that Achilles himself expresses emotional attachment to a 
number of people other than Patroclus. He says the members of the embassy are dearest 
of all the Achaeans to him (I I98; 204) - though he refuses to do as they ask. He says he 
loves Phoenix (I 6I4) - but in the context of a veiled threat that Phoenix could become 
hateful to him. He says he loved Briseis (I 34I-343); and indeed, Briseis herself says 
Patroclus assurred her she would become Achilles's wife (T 297-299). Achilles, however, 
assumes that his father has arranged a marriage for him at home, and he expresses a strong 
desire to marry there (I 395-400). R. KRILL, Achilles' War-prize Briseis, CB 47, 197I, 

pp. 92-94, suggests he may actually have married Briseis in the tradition; had he done 
so, however, it is unlikely we should have no mention of it in what survives to us. In any 
case, in Homer, he will not take Briseis back when she is offered; his love of her, whatever 
it is worth, is not stronger than his anger. Only his love for Patroclus is that strong; cf. 
R. DELB6vE, Patrocle, le redempteur des Acheens, LEC 32, I964, PP. 270-277. He even 
wishes Briseis had died before she could make trouble between himself and Agamemnon 
(T 59f.). She is, in fact, fundamentally no more than his yzpoca; cf. W. SALE, Achilles 
and Heroic Values, Arion 2, 3, I963, pp. 86-ioo. SALE tries to argue that, by the time 
of the embassy, love for Briseis is as important to Achilles as honor; but this notion is 
refuted by his unwillingness to take her back. Seeing Priam, Achilles weeps for his father - 

but then for Patroclus (Q Siif.), whose death he has already described as a worse 
misfortune than the death of his father or son would be (T 32I). Achilles relationship with 
his mother hardly deserves mention here, since (from his point of view) it seems to be 
little more than petulant and egotistical: whenever they meet, he is either issuing requests 
of his own, or refusing to grant hers (the requirement that he return the body of Hector 
comes not from her, but from the gods). R. BEsPALOFF'S famous and beautiful essay (On 
the Iliad, trans. M. MCCARTHY, New York I947, pp. 5I-58), though it tries, cannot quite 
get round this unpleasant reality. 

28 Patroclus is described (II 244; P 27I; E I52; o90) as Achilles' ap&tcov, and 
used to serve him his meals (T 3I5-3I8). The term is often translated )>squire#, which 
implies something approaching servant status. J. STAGAKIS, however, fTherapontes and 
Hetairoi in the Iliad, as Symbols of the Political Structure of the Homeric States, Historia 
I5, I966, PP. 408-4I9, argues conclusively against NILSSON that the ?pk7tcOv is not a 
servant, but at least = &..rocZpoQ, and is in a reciprocal relationship with the person whose 
?ep&Xcov he is. Cf. LSJ: *in Hom., a companion in arms, though inferior in rank; as Patro- 
clus e. 
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time, except when he is sent (by Achilles) to learn who is wounded (A 6I6ff.), 

or again to go into battle (HL 257ff.), he is hardly out of Achilles's sight for a 
moment. He is afraid not to obey him promptly (A 649-654) 29. His own father 
instructed him, as the elder, to give Achilles good advice (A 786-789) - 

but the plan to go into battle disguised as Achilles actually originates with 
Nestor (A 790-803): Patroclus's emotional appeal to Achilles (II 20-45), 

with its extravagant tears, is the product of his tender-hearted sympathy for 
the dying and wounded30; he does not himself conceive courses of action. The 
quality of that emotional appeal may be gauged from the famous simile 
employed by Achilles to describe it (HI 7-II) - and so may the quality of 
their intimacy. That one hero should compare another to a >>little girl<< (xo0pn 

vnrlr) in a tone of sympathy ('6v U~ 'Lav 4COxrtpe, n1 5) is unparalleled in 
Homer, and virtually in ancient literature. Finally, when Patroclus appears 
to Achilles as a phantom, he recalls and expresses their intimacy: ))You were 
not uncaring of me<x (ou' [url~ M'x'tg, T70); ))hold my hand, I am grieving< 

(xl 1o. 104 nv XFP' 0Xocp.po,L, MP 75); mno more alive will we sit 
planning together, apart from our companions ('T 77f.); >>do not bury me 
away from you, but with you< ('F 83f.; 91f.). 

Patroclus calls himself only Achilles' DFpCreov (T go). But their special 
relationship is assumed by other personalities in the poem: cf. Nestor (A 
765-793), Hector (II 837-842), and Menelaus (P I20-I23). Zeus identifies 
him as Achilles' &'xTpog (P 204) and rpac7rov (P 27I; E I52); the poet refers 

to him as Achilles' ypLXrto'-og Eaoc-Lpog (P 4I*) Athena, as his Xt6og zTXLpog (P 

557); Telemonian Ajax, as his CtXog ?aocpog (P 642) and his yt?a-Toc-og FTocZpog 

29 An aspect of their relationship which occasionally works on critics to produce a 

certain amount of solemn nonsense (*A tragic commentary on their friendship <K, W. ANDER- 

SON, Achilles and the Dark Night of the Soul, CJ 5I, I956, p. 265). After all, Patroclus 

does delay in order to hear Nestor's lengthy remarks; and for that matter, disobeys Achilles' 
orders not to fight offensively in the field. More fundamentally, Achilles and Patroclus 

are not )friends (. They are lovers. Friendship is a limited relationship, in the sense that 

participants meet on an equal plane to enjoy one another's company within the limits of 

shared interests and mutual advantage. Love is by no means necessarily a relationship of 

equals; but it is an unlimited one, in the sense that participants accept, and are themselves 
free to express, every aspect of character and personality, whether these are amiable or 

useful, or not. Achilles is by nature short-tempered and violent; Patroclus, gentle and 

passive (see below, n. 30). Patroclus accepts realistically (and indeed, himself defines, 

loc. cit.) what Achilles is, and refrains from exacerbating it. In the same way, Achilles 
accepts Patroclus' soft-heartedness without reproach, and allows himself to be compromised 
by it (II 20 ff.); cf. his menacing, uncooperative reaction to Phoenix - surely a >>friend (x - 

in similar circumstances (I 607 ff.). Both heroes endure and accomodate themselves to 
the extremes in each other's character. That is the behavior of lovers, not friends. 

80 Patroclus is repeatedly described as *gentlet ('v'lia, P 204; 670f.; (D 96; cf. T 300: 

gLe?tXov). Cf. R. voN SCHELIHA, Op. cit. pp. 235-29I; F. STAWELL, Homer and the Iliad, 
London I909, p. 85. 
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(P 655). No other human being in the Iliad is so regularly perceived in terms 
of his relationship to another; none is so often spoken of as another's >dear 
companion((. The word itself, as we have seen (above, pp. 388f.), does not 
express especially deep relationship; it is the frequency with which it and 
related terms are used to tie Patroclus to Achilles that is unique here .31 

To turn from the usual attitude of Achilles to his attitude toward Patroclus 
is to turn from incredible arrogance and egotism to unprecedented tenderness 
and compassion. In his first recorded conversation with Patroclus, Achilles 
begins by addressing him, 3Zs MevotVL&&CI, c-r ?'C,I) xzXocptCLaUve A9)uC (A 6o8; 
though this is a standard epithet, applied, e. g., by Agamemnon to Diomedes, 
K 234). He says later that he honored Patroclus above all his companions, 
equal to himself (IIk',rpox?og Tov Ey&') 7zpL 7r&'NvV -L0ov 1Lpow,/LU0V ? 

x?cpca, E 8if. Here is that intense, exclusive quality, that suggestion that 
the two were one, that appears in II 97-IOO; no hero except Achilles makes 
such statements about another.). He calls him his pLXT-oc-og E'Toc-Lpog (T 3I5) 

and n5Ln xerpa% (T 94). When he sends Patroclus into battle, he is still 
jealous of his own honor; but on that occasion he also offers a long and passionate 
prayer to Zeus, with considerable ceremony, for the glory and safety of Patro- 
clus, going off to fight alone, without him32. This, too, is unparalleled. 

His grief and guilt when Patroclus dies are expressed violently in the killing 
and abuse of Hector. That this grief and its consequences are both unprecedent- 
ed is recognized by Apollo: )>A man sometimes loses someone even dearer 
than this, a brother from the same womb, or a son; and yet, having wept 
and grieved, he puts an end to it, for the Fates have set an enduring heart in 
men. But this man .. . (x etc. (Q 46-50). But his relations are not dearer to 

Achilles than Patroclus, as he himself says: the death of his father or his son 
would not be worse to suffer than the death of Patroclus (T 32I); no other 
sorrow will equal this one (0I 46f.). It is precisely because the relationship is 
not a conventional one between >companions(x that Achilles's grief is hysterical, 
his breakdown appalling, his sense of loss unhealed and unending, even in the 
midst of the famous )>resolution( scene with Priam33. 

His furious rage at Hector and the Trojans is only one symptom of his 
grief. He refuses to eat (T 3I9f.) or bathe (T 44f.). He cannot get his fill of 
weeping, even after the funeral games have brought the normal period of 
mourning to an end (Q I-4). But most striking are the references to his 
desperate, tender handling of the corpse. When Thetis finds him, he lies emb- 

81 Reference is made passim to Patroclus as, simply, Achilles' a-aZpog. 
32 Evidently for the first time: cf. especially II 242-245. 

33 Where Achilles still weeps for Patroclus (Q 5 I I f.). I do not wish here to become invol- 
ved in the debate over whether Antilochus replaced Patroclus as Achilles' principal com- 
panion; cf. M. M. WILLCOCK, The Funeral Games of Patroclus, BICS 20, I973, PP. I-II. 
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racing Patroclus (H ocrpp6xX?c WpLxcL0VOV, T 4); he lays his hands on Patroclus' 
breast (xZpocg ?e?9vo a 6aaLV adLpou, T i8); he implores the ghost to 
embrace him (& LoX6Tv, ' 97); he holds Patroclus's head (x&p-n e, T I36). 

The implications of this behavior have been almost universally ignored 
by modern scholars. None of the critics, quick to remind us that Homer makes 
no reference to physical contact between the heroes living, explains the pro- 
venance of these sudden embraces and fondlings and cries to cast arms about 
one another. Yet, if these are no more than conventional post-mortem theatrics, 
wrung out of a man by grief, why is it no other hero embraces the body of a 
fallen ))companion(( ? It should be noted that the other major manifestations of 
Achilles's grief for Patroclus each has some precedent in his previous behavior: 
he has wept and slaughtered before. It is senseless to assume that Achilles 
would lie in the arms of a dead man (T 4; see above) whom, living, he had 
kept at the discreet distance appropriate to one who is no more than a *>compan- 
ion (. Here, more than anywhere else in their story, we are face to face with 
evidence for a physical relationship between the heroes. Here, if anywhere in 
the poem, is support for the implications of Q I30. 

Is this, all this, the behavior of )>companions<(? I think not. In every way 
it goes beyond all precedents for companionship set by the Iliad itself. It happens 
that we have a lengthy example of those precedents in the adventures of 
Diomedes and Odysseus (K 24I-579)34. Diomedes expressly selects Odysseus 
to be his )>companion(( (ErOCpOv, K 242); what follows displays the friendly, 
business-like partnership of two heroes, whose fundamental independence of 
one another is obvious here and elsewhere in the poem, but whose wcompani- 
onship( serves their mutual needs and purposes quite well in this war action. 
The episode is too well-known to require further discussion. This, in Homer, 
is the relationship of &Ta poL 5. The relationship of Achilles and Patroclus 
is something more. 

Are they lovers? Some physical expression of their feelings for one another 
seems virtually certain on the evidence of Achilles' behavior after Patroclus 
dies. But no sexual relationship is conclusively proved; and those whom the 
idea offends are free to reject it. The essential question, however, is not whether 
the heroes engage in sodomy, but whether they are in love. I believe it can 
be inferred that they are, and above all at the climax of the poem, with the 
help of a famous parallel. 

34 On which Vergil drew extensively for the adventures of Nisus and Euryalus (Aen. 9), 
who are, however, lovers. Cf. also the remarks of C. BOWRA, Tradition and Design in the 
Iliad, Oxford 1950, p. 209, about Glaucus and Sarpedon. 

36 For the normal connotations of ?'rCZpog, cf. J. STAGAKIS, *'EC(L)p4@co in Homer as a 
Testimony for the Establishment of an Hetairos Relation, Historia 20, I97I, PP. 524-533. 

BUDIMIR'S Cpt?EratpCoc is inadequate to describe the relationship of Achilles and Patroclus 
(Zur psychologischen Einheit unserer Ilias, Altertum 9, I963, PP. I3I I36). 
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The strength of Achilles's feelings for Patroclus is crucial to the climax of 
the Iliad, for there the poet reveals that only Patroclus living can persuade 
Achilles to forego his determination to keep his men from the fight, just as 
only Patroclus dead can persuade him to forego his anger at Agamemnon 
entirely. There is no parallel to this in the Iliad; or is there ? In fact, there is 
a parallel, and a significant one, in the story of Meleager, told by Phoenix 
during the visit of the embassy (I 529-599). As long as Meleager fought for 
the Aetolians, the war went against the Kouretes (I 55Of.). But in a rage he 
withdrew with his wife (I 553-556), and would not fight, because his mother 
had cursed him. His mother (I 584f.) and father (I 58i) then implored him 
to return to the fight, but he refused. His dearest friends (T?)To TOL, I 586) 
implored him to return, but he refused. Finally, when the Kouretes were 
firing the city itself (I 589), Meleager's wife came to him in tears (I 590ff.), 

describing the imminent suffering. Then and only then Meleager yielded. 
This tale parallels the actual events in the Iliad. Achilles withdraws from the 
fight, with Patroclus, in a rage at Agamemnon, and the war then goes against 
the Achaeans. Agamemnon relents and asks him to return, but he refuses. 
His father's entreaty that he not give vent to his anger is cited to him by 
Odysseus (I 254-258), but he refuses. The embassy - his dearest friends 
(c?6-XTOL, I I98) - implore him to return, but he refuses. Finally, when the 
Trojans are firing the Achaean ships, Patroclus comes to him in tears, describing 
the suffering of the men. Then and then only Achilles yields36. 

The fact that Meleager should yield to his wife is not, in the Iliad, surprising: 
any good and sensible man loves and cares for his wife - as Achilles himself 
says (I 337-342), citing the most famous example of all, Helen, for whom 
the war is being fought. His own protestations about Briseis have a hollow 
ring, since he will not lift a finger to get her back, though he might have her 
now with Agamemnon's apologies and gifts to boot (see above, n. 27). The 
fact is that Achilles has no wife. He has Patroclus, whom he loves as other 
men love their wives; for only Patroclus can move him as Cleopatra moved 
Meleager in exactly similar circumstances. 

It will be objected that this is still not the 7ocLSFpOCcaLoc of classical Greece, 
and I hasten to agree - provided that by 7ratrpoeca is meant the sort of 
relationship that survived, with its largely frivolous sensuality, to appear in 
book I2 of the Palatine Anthology. But homosexual love wore many masks in 
antiquity. Xenophon scoffed at Plato's army of lovers; but the Sacred Band 

38 The parallels between Meleager's situation and Achilles' have been much discussed, 
most recently by M. M. WILLCOCK, Mythological Paradeigma in the Iliad, CQ 14, I964 
PP. 14I-I54. But scholars are unwilling to draw the logical conclusion about the relationship 
of Patroclus to Achilles from the Cleopatra-Patroclus parallel; so even KAKRIDIs, Homeric 
Researches, Lund I949, Pp. I9-27, though he is aware of the rising >scale of affection* 
(his term) in which the suppliants approach Meleager. 
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did, in fact, fight and die honorably for Thebes. Even Plutarch (no friend of 
homosexual love) makes Protogenes distinguish between homosexual and 
heterosexual love in revealing terms (Amat. 75iA-B). Love of boys is the 
real love, he says (sLg "Epcog 4 yvaLog o 7LSLXOg TarLV): it does not >flicker 
with desire(( (7r6bca arf3Xcov), as Anacreon says the love of women does, 
but is simple, uncontaminated by luxury (X?o6Tv aucTov O'r.t xcl aapuittov), 
manly, and encouraging to excellence (FyxFuO6t'Lvov tp64 &pFrrv). Love of 
women, on the other hand, wallows in their bosoms and their beds (Fv xo6?7roLg 

atxrpL'pov-roe xoL xXLvaLOLtg), and pursues unmanly pleasures (ovoct4g ava&VpoLg), 
untouched by friendship (py'L?ot). Who, reading these words with the Iliad 
in mind, could refrain from thinking of Achilles and Patroclus - and Paris 
and Helen37? To evaluate homosexual love in antiquity one must reckon with 
Plato as well as with Straton of Sardis. 

Most ancient writers and commentators assumed Achilles and Patroclus 
were lovers in every sense of the word. Why? They were well aware that Homer 
never expressly names the heroes' passion. (Alcibiades, too, in Plato's Sympo- 
sium never says precisely what it was he hoped to get from Socrates, but did 
not get; but no one, then or now, doubts what it was.) The sexual question 
is in any case irrelevent. It is clear from the language, precedents and dramatic 
development of the Iliad that Achilles and Patroclus are not Homeric ))friends((, 
but are lovers from their hearts. Patroclus lives his life only in the life of 
Achilles; and is in turn the only human being more important to Achilles than 
himself, than his own life, his own ego and honor. Aeschines said it well: 

37 It may be objected that Hector is a more typical (i. e., better) example of heterosexual, 
certainly of conjugal, love in the Iliad. But is he? We have so often heard the tale of his 
virtues that we may overlook what he actually tells Andromache when she implores him 
to stay and protect his family )>by the figtree, where the city is most vulnerable to attack <x- 

note that she does not ask him to stop fighting (Z 407-465). He refuses her, on the 
grounds that he has learned, as he so frankly puts it, to win great glory for himself (piyoc 
Xk,o6 'S' 4t6V oi3505, Z 446). He knows he is abandoning her to certain slavery; the 
thought troubles him, he says - but when he pictures her misery, it is chiefly to imagine 
someone pointing her out as the wife of himself, great hero that he was (Z 460 f.). Andro- 
mache in slavery will literally be his memorial. As for her personal agony when that 
happens, all he has to utter is the hope that he himself will be safely dead so that he need 
not hear her cries. It is impossible to imagine Achilles saying such things to Patroclus. We 
have all heard of the egotism of Achilles; in this speech Hector thinks throughout basically 
of himself, speaks of Andromache's pain with a curiously unpleasant detachment, and is 
not deflected for one instant from the pursuit of his own glory. (Contrast the effect on 
Achilles of Patroclus' pleas.) In view of what critics have done for years to Aeneas, who is 
under direct pressure from Jupiter to leave Dido, one can only wonder that Hector has 
never ceased to be praised. M. ARTHUR, Early Greece: the Origins of the Western Attitude 
toward Women, Arethusa 6, 1973, PP. 7-58, thinks that Homer elevates women and 
romanticizes love and marriage with them. If the actions of Achilles and Hector in respect 
to their women speak louder than their words, then in the context of the Iliad ARTHUR 

is wrong. 
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although Homer frequently writes of Achilles and Patroclus, >their love, and 
the name of their friendship he conceals; assuming that what goes beyond 
the limits of goodwill is obvious to the educated among his readersa38. 

Louisiana State University W. M. CLARKE 

88 TV [AV 9pCT)t XOC. 'rsiv ?79OV14L OCU')t 'r 9Ltia aToxp' $'perraot, 'yoipevo; ra'c 'rQ 

EuVodaQ Urc po)a'& xcTacwcpave 1lvat LoZcL 7r7roc6UivOLg r'v axpooctc7v (Tim. I42; cf. I43- 
I50). My reference to Alcibiades in Plato's Symp. is not frivolous. The institution Plato 
discusses there and elsewhere involved, as everyone knows, sexual intercourse between 
lovers; yet Plato's language is always discreet, and he never specifies the physical acts 
that were the usual consequence of the feelings he describes. Since Homer does specify 
the passion of men and women, but not of men and men, many have concluded that 
homosexuality does not exist in the Iliad, did not exist in the Heroic Age, did not exist in 
Homer's own age. But I believe I have shown that homoeroticism, if not homosexuality, 
does indeed exist in the Iliad. The evidence for its presence is overwhelming; only the 
name is absent. It thus seems to me more reasonable to conclude that Homer himself felt, 
or wrote for an audience which felt, that names and descriptions of homosexual passion 
as such are indiscreet in a serious work. This is not much more than what Plato felt. But 
every other element of such a relationship is present in Achilles and Patroclus. Sociological 
deductions are worthless until we know more about Heroic and Homeric society from 
other sources. In this poem we see the reticence of the author, and presumably his audience, 
to label a love that, in any case, requires no name to be understood. 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF E 535-540 

AND SCUTUM I56-i6o RE-EXAMINED 

The repetition of four lines from Homer in the [Hesiodic]l Scutum with 
only variation in the initial verb raises a complex question of textual criticism. 
Within the battle scene of the Homeric description of the shield of Achilles 
we find at E 535-538: 

?v ' "Epig, ?v a KuaocLo L00LXov, 'v a' 0X0 K'p, 
&XXov coO,v F'xoUacC veo&rocov, a?ov &ou-rov, 
O6CX?OV TOViOC XOc 46OoV ?X? 7tOOLZV 

?X a 8x ?X P 'aLOa po cp 0LV?0V LOtpaL Cp&Y6V. 

In the [Hesiodic] Scutum I56-I59 = E 535-538, with the verb ?6veov 
(Sc. I56) for 6OXE?ov (E 535). These lines are followed in the Scutum by 

ELVOW aspxo0? vl) xCvOCYjxna ts |3sF3puXuZo (i6o), 

1 I hereby denote the accepted pseudo-Hesiodic authorship of the Scutum. I gratefully 
acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Dr. A. W. JAMES in the preparation of this article 
and would like to thank Professors W. RITCHIE and G. S. KIRK for their critical reading of 
the draft. 
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